
(Still life) 

 

A sound was rising from somewhere 

                                                        a knock a banging a cutting a pounding a rhythmical sound something 

going up and down or back and forth 

                                                                                               a sawing.  

A piece of bread with a crackling crumbling crust a lemon a pork chop so pink and white a soft lining 

of fat. A smell was coming this way too a cinnamon or nutmeg maybe a clove. Babette raised her 

head crystals of sugar stuck to her cheek from the surface of the table 

                                                                                                                                          cracked wood.  

Sugar pressing into her cheek leaving dents Babette rises up and follows the sound 

 the smell  

 the kitchen so dark.  

 

On the shelves a pot of herbs a green leaf sprouting from the black brown soil a basil or a coriander 

maybe more like a parsley in fact  

                                     sharp edges of the leaves describing a shape that cuts through the air curling in 

the sun towards itself like a cat purring content  

                                turning towards itself as it to defend something inside  

                                                                     something even greener  

                                                                                                                                                           a pulse.  

The sound was growing stronger a pounding  

    in a mortar a pestle was moving round and round up and down something white a sesame seed 

and something else like seaweed and a peppercorn being grounded to a white flour  

                           first coarse  

broken shells of a peppercorn dancing around the mortar escaping the pestle as if teasing  

dancing around then little by little breaking down into smaller and smaller pieces of black becoming 

indistinguishable from the seaweed both the same colour but the seaweed glossier like it retains 

something from the sea 

                                                    its sparkle.  

On the shelf next to the pot a glass of water sits with its surface still 

                                                                                                                                   now a ripple 

 water that has been there for days something floating in it like plankton if you could see it  

                                                                                                                                   if you were a whale and it 

was plankton and the proportions were right. Babette puts her finger against the glass to touch the 

water and the glass is cool to touch but the water is warm the glass is hard and yet soft the water 

mild and behaving.  

On the finger a crescent scar made by the sharpest knife  

                                                                                                                      a mouth smiling on the skin 

another scar on the side of the palm from a frying pan hot and sizzling melting the skin like plastic 

       burning in a split second.  

A ray of light falls on her hand touching the glass touching the water there is a shadow 

 in the corner of the shelf the sesame the seaweed and the peppercorn have become one thing now   

and lie together and  

                                                                      now it is quiet.  



A lonely fly is clinging on to the window frame sees a light and feels a glass under its feet feels the 

warmth of the light  

                                        smells what? Begins to fly and flies to the shelf then to the chopping board 

touches down and starts off again  

           flies and tries every surface this a cool marble that a soft wood. Babette’s fingers are stained 

by paprika  

                  redness that turns into orange a bitter smoked smell of the colour sinking into the skin 

blending in. The fly has flown into a cave.  

                                                                           Salt is falling  

                                                                                                    through the air  

 

and into the mortar landing against the white of the sesame  

                                                          green of the seaweed  

                                                                                                     black of the peppercorn  

making a waterfall in the air  

                                     a glistening white and sparkling like water falling through the air. The fly is 

surrounded by the shadows of the cave with half of its body still out but its head poking into the 

darkness. Its legs are treading on the yellow orange flesh moist and slippery with pale seeds clinging 

on to shreds of the flesh  

           the seeds protruding and taking all the space poking out of the ground the flesh like dolomites 

the sides of the cave so round and darker towards the edge the smell so irresistible to the fly 

 so sweet so earthy  

             the fly rubs its wings and legs together this will be magnificent  

             a cave protected by its thick walls 

             impenetrable.  

Babette sees the fly climbing in its wings down as if surrendered so gleaming with oily green and 

blue. Outside a warm light like spring like sky here an undulating darkness all shadow  

                                                                                                                                                          an embrace 

outside in the light asparagus is growing soon to be cut and bunched up boil them standing up  

                                the stalk is thicker the further down you go  

here the smell of baking bread a mist of flour  

                                 dough stuck to elbows  

outside a sea with oysters swaying in the to and fro of the sea clamp tight shut their soft pillows 

inside a rocky shell full of life inside here Babette’s skull is throbbing she can feel  

      no see  

the outlines the eye socket and jawline round skull a hole for a nose.  
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